The role of secondary ossification centers in the management of epiphyseal and apophyseal fractures
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Abstract

The site where bone begins to form in the shaft of a long bone or the body of an irregular bone is called a primary ossification center. The site where bone formation continues after beginning in the long shaft or body of the bone, usually in an epiphysis is a secondary ossification center. A secondary ossification center is the center of bone formation appearing later than the punctum ossificationis primarium, usually in epiphysis. Secondary ossification centers for epiphyses and apophyses go through different stages of growth from the initiation of ossification to complete fusion. This paper will review the development of the secondary ossification centers, the mechanism of injuries, the pathophysiology of physical injuries, clinical diagnosis, investigations, and management. The goal of this review was to illustrate the variance in physeal injuries as they evolve during ossification and fusion. These patterns can be broadly broken down in to pre-ossification, ossification, and pre-fusion. This provides an understanding of particular patterns, mechanisms, diagnosis, and management options.
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INTRODUCTION

Secondary ossification centers for epiphyses and apophyses go through different stages of growth from the initiation of ossification to complete fusion. This evolution leads to variations in fracture patterns based on mechanism and anatomical location. Consequently, physeal injuries in certain areas can be challenging to evaluate, sometimes leading to incorrect diagnosis and inappropriate management.

These injuries often vary based on location, mechanism, and age. Examples include: non-accidental trauma seen prior to the emergence of secondary ossification centers, young athletes with avulsion injuries prior to fusion across the physis, and transitional ankle injuries that occur during a period of incomplete fusion across the physis. All are examples of variations related to secondary ossification.

This paper will review the development of the secondary ossification centers, the mechanism of injuries, the pathophysiology of physeal injuries, clinical diagnosis, investigations, and management. These will be discussed in three major stages of ossification: pre-ossification, ossification, and pre-fusion. Typical injuries seen involving the secondary ossification will be highlighted in its corresponding stage, with considerations for diagnosis and management included.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

At birth, aside from the distal femur epiphysis, all secondary ossification centers (SOCs) consist only of a mass of cartilage. This leads to challenges with visualization as they are not seen plain radiographs [1]. It is through ossification by which we begin to identify these SOCs radiographically.

There are two types of SOCs, the epiphysis and the apophysis. The epiphysis typically forms the end extensions of long bones. Articular cartilage surrounds the epiphysis and typically no attachments for muscles or tendons are seen. The main function is longitudinal growth and facilitation of joint motion [2,3]. The apophysis does not participate in longitudinal growth or joint articulation. The apophysis typically serve as attachments sites for tendons and ligaments, providing function of added force production for movement and stability [1].

PRE-OSSEIFICATION

As mentioned, the majority of the SOCs are absent at birth, with the exception being the distal femur epiphysis. This poses a problem because often these injuries can be missed or under treated. This is especially important as up to 50% of cases involving the distal humerus and distal femur are related to non-accidental trauma [4]. Other common causes include accidental trauma, falls and motor vehicle collisions.

DISTAL HUMERAL PHYSEAL SEPARATION

Mechanism

Distal humeral physeal separation is typically seen in children less than 3 years of age. Often caused by accidental trauma caused by a fall on an outstretched hand or secondary to non-accidental trauma. Usually the mechanism is a hyperextension injury with a rotational force vector [5]. Additionally, these injuries can occur in newborns secondary to difficult deliveries [6]. Although rare, they can often go undiagnosed for prolonged periods of time. Typically, the patient will not move their extremity and has been described as a pseudo paralysis of the limb [7]. The child may likely be irritable depending on the age group, and swelling may be apparent in the limb.

Diagnosis

Difficulty in diagnosis is attributed to the absence of bony landmarks, which may be missed on radiographs. Radiographically it can be difficult to assess as the determination of radiocapitellar alignment is not feasible given the potential absence of the SOC for the radius, ulna and humerus depending on the age [8]. This is especially true in the newborn population. Capitellar SOCs often do not appear until the close to the ninth postnatal month [9], often leading to a misdiagnosis of elbow dislocation. Radiographs will show a loss of relationship between the radioulnar articulation relative to the distal humerus, which can be appreciated in both dislocation and separation. However, radiographs often do not allow for obvious appreciation of the transphyseal separation [6].

Ultrasound imaging better illustrates a physeal separation by identifying a bare area of the distal humerus not covered by epiphyseal cartilage [7]. An important identifier is the postero medial displacement of the radius and ulna in relation to the distal humerus. Supakul et al. compared radiography vs. ultrasound in diagnosing distal humeral physeal separation. 56% of patients had a missed diagnosis using radiographs, while ultrasound diagnosed a distal humeral physeal separation in 75% patients. Additionally, ultrasound identified bucket handle fractures in 31% of the patients vs. 12.5% with radiographs [7].

MRI has also been indicated in diagnosing distal humeral physeal separation in newborns. Its advantage is clearer depiction of cartilage, bone, and soft tissue and images produced in multiple long axis [6]. Additionally, MRI is considered less painful to the patient and manipulation of the extremity during radiography and ultrasound can be avoided. Potential drawbacks for MRI are the expense and need for the sedation to prevent movement in the scanner [6].

Management

Early identification, reduction and immobilization are the primary goals of treatment. On occasion, a closed reduction with sedation with or without placement of pin fixation is required. Proper identification of these injuries is important to avoid adverse outcomes. Cubitus varus deformity is a common complication with a reported prevalence anywhere from 25% to 75% [10]. Abe et al. looked at 21 cases of distal humeral physeal separations over a long-term follow-up. 15 cases of residual cubitus varus deformity were noted post treatment. In their cohort, 9 patients went on to have osteotomies to correct the deformity [5]. Similarly, De Jager et al. found 3 of 10 patients in their review of distal humeral physeal separation in children ages 10 months to 4 years to have 5 to 10 deg. of residual cubitus varus. Early detection can prevent these undesirable outcomes [11].

FEMORAL PHYSEAL SEPARATION

Distal femur separation shares many of the similarities to distal humeral separation, including its prevalence in both accidental and non-accidental trauma. One major difference is the presence of the distal femur SOC at birth. The distal physis is usually radiographically present at birth, while the proximal physis ossifies later in life. Femoral head physeal injury is an interesting and rare pattern. However, this should not undermine its important. Femoral head physeal separation typically occurs secondary to non-accidental trauma that often resembles the clinical presentation of...
concerning.

Fig. 1. PA Chest – Initial radiographs appear normal, but clinical examination readily visible on plain radiographs. 3 representing select CT cuts further characterize the injury not the chest, which does not visualize the injury; however Fig. 2 and adjacent intrathoracic structures [12]. Fig. 1 displays a PA view of fracture morphology, degree of displacement, and imaging of the as CT are often obtained. CT provides the most detail regarding of the concern displacement in medial injuries, adjuvants such acquired as well to augment visualization [12]. However, because the coracoclavicular ligaments are not injured, but instead there is a disruption of the physis. With medial clavicle physeal injuries, there is an unprotected area of the physis [12]. The robust sternoclavicular ligaments attach directly to the epiphysis, leaving the physis without capsular protection and susceptible to injury [12].

Mechanism

Both direct and indirect forces to the shoulder cause injuries to the distal clavicle physis. Medial sided injuries should be more concerning for associated sternal injuries by clinicians as they often represent a higher mechanism of injury. Medial sided injuries can displace both anteriorly and posteriorly depending on the direction of force applied. Typically, this is seen with higher energy falls or motor vehicle collisions.

Diagnosis

The promptness of diagnosis is especially important with medial injuries given its close proximity to the mediastinum and its contents. For medial clavicle injuries, pain and swelling will be common. Patients may also present with stridor or shortness or both if the direction of physeal displacement is posterior [12]. Radiographs are often obtained first, with upshot cephalad views of the clavicle acquired as well to augment visualization [12]. However, because of the concern displacement in medial injuries, adjuvants such as CT are often obtained. CT provides the most detail regarding fracture morphology, degree of displacement, and imaging of the adjacent intrathoracic structures [12]. Fig. 1 displays a PA view of the chest, which does not visualize the injury; however Fig. 2 and 3 representing select CT cuts further characterize the injury not readily visible on plain radiographs.

Management

With distal clavicle physeal injuries the typical management is non-operative with symptom management. However, if there is displacement through the platysma and clavipectoral fascia and the clavicle lies subcutaneous, operative management is recommended [13]. Typically, if there is no significant displacement non-operative management yields favorable results [13].

Medial clavicle physeal injuries are typically more worrisome because of its close proximity to the mediastinal structures [2,12]. With non-displacement injuries, symptom management is indicated. With displaced fractures however, in particular posterior, often a closed reduction under sedation is required initially. If irreducible, an open reduction and internal fixation which yields good results [12].

MEDIAL EPICONDYLE FRACTURES

Fractures around the pediatric elbow are often difficult to interpret because of the numerous SOCs present. SOCs typically appear in a predictable manner but inevitably overlap amongst their appearance occurs. The medial epicondyde is considered an apophysis, as it does not contribute to longitudinal growth [14]. The medical epicondyle SOC typically appears between 3-6 years of age for girls and 5-7 years of age for boys [12]. The medial epicondyle is the last SOCs of the elbow to fuse, typically occurs around 15 years of age for girls and 18 years of age for boys [12]. After the emergence of the SOCs, the medical epicondyle is particularly susceptible to injury between the ages of 9-14. Medial epicondyle fractures occur in conjunction with elbow dislocations up to 60% of the time [14]. Additionally, perceived isolated elbow dislocations can miss associated medial

Fig. 2. Axial CT – Right medial clavicle translated posteriorly with impingement on mediastinal structures.

Fig. 3. Axial CT – Post-reduction films displacing fracture fragment of involved physis.
epicondyle fractures and more importantly incarcerated fragments, which typically occur 15-25% of the time [14].

Mechanism

Both direct trauma and indirect avulsion mechanism have been described. Often these issues are caused by a fall on an outstretched hand with the position of the elbow in valgus, hyperextension and supination [14]. Clinicians have described a pull by the flexor-pronator mass in the pure avulsion injury, while others comment on the pull by the ulnar collateral ligament with associated dislocations [14].

Diagnosis

Patients typically present with swelling, pain, tenderness and decreased range of motion. A careful neurovascular examination is critical, in particular the ulnar nerve needs to be assessed for any sort of dysfunction as it can be injured or entrapped with fracture dislocations.

AP, lateral, and 45-degree internal oblique radiographs are recommended for diagnosis. If a fragment appears at the level of the joint line it should be considered incarcerated until proven otherwise [15]. Incarcerated fragments typically lie between the trochlear and semilunar notch of the olecranon [12]. Fig. 4A and 4B illustrate an elbow fracture dislocation with associated medial epicondyle avulsion in a 9 year old boy. Additional signs of fracture include loss of sclerotic margins of apophysis and increased radiolucency in area of apophyseal line [16]. Maximum displacement is best visualized on internal oblique films, with excellent inter and intra-observations in quantifying displacement [14,16]. In cases in which one cannot be certain whether there is an incarcerated fragment after closed reduction, CT or MRI remains viable options.

Treatment

Current treatment is focused on urgent reduction fracture-dislocations and ensuring the joint surface is free of incarcerated fragments. The decision for non-operative vs. operative treatment has been evaluated in a number of studies and the indications have evolved over time. One of the traditional indications for operative management was amount of displacement. However, Farsetti et al. (2001) discovered comparable long-term results with non-operatively treated fractures displaced between 5-15 mm compared to operative fixation. Current indications for operative management are incarcerated fragments, entrapped and dysfunctional ulnar nerve, and marked instability [17].

Operative treatment typically yields higher union rates over non-operative management [18]. However, many studies have found no significant functional difference with between operative and non-operative groups. Alternatively, cases involving incarcerated fragments typically led to more perceived instability, radiographic deformity need for re-operation, up to 18% [15].

PRE-FUSION

Near the end of the growth the initial proliferating chondrocytes in the germinial and proliferating zones mature and decrease in number. This is more commonly seen in males, and marks the timing of oncoming fusion [1]. This is the weakest stage of the physis, and renders it most susceptible to injury [19].

TIBIA TUBERCLE FRACTURES

The proximal tibia has unique anatomical considerations that predispose to certain injury patterns and populations. The proximal tibia epiphysis and tibia tubercle apophysitis have a very close association. Each possesses a SOC, which fuse in a predictable manner. The proximal tibia epiphysis fuses from a posteriormedially to anterior-lateral direction, while the distal tibia apophysis fuses from a proximal to distal direction [20,21]. This creates a relatively weak zone distal in the tibia tubercle apophysis, which may propagate into the proximal tibia epiphysis depending on patient factors and energy of injury.

Mechanism

Fractures of the tibial tubercle typically occur in adolescent athletes between 12-15 years of age. This is more commonly in males and represents less than 1% of pediatric fractures [19]. Knee flexion during quadriceps contraction or quadriceps contraction with an ipsilateral fixed can both can cause an avulsion moment through the tibia tubercle apophysis. These are typically seen during jumping activities, but other high-energy sports such as football, soccer, and running can predispose to this injury. Osgood Schlatter Disease (OSD) has been suggested as a potential risk factor for tibia tubercle avulsion injuries. However, Pretell-mazzini et al. found no statistical significance for presence of OSD with tibia tubercle avulsion injuries [19].

Diagnosis

The mainstay of diagnosis remains clinical examination and radiographs. Vascular injuries, particularly the recurrent branch of anterior tibia artery, can cause compartment syndrome with a reported incidence of up to 10% [21]. Therefore, detailed neurovascular examination is paramount. Ogden was the first to categorize these based on fracture location using radiographs [22]. Classically three types were described: fracture of the apophysitis near insertion of patellar tendon, fracture proximal to the junction with proximal tibia epiphysis, and fracture extension into proximal tibia epiphysis. Fig. 5A and 5B display a tibial tubercle avulsion fracture in the 10-year-old boy. Notice the injury is difficult to identify on AP, but readily visible on the lateral radiograph. Additionally, studies have shown radiography alone can underrepresent the degree of injury, which has led advocates pushing for advancing imaging in the form of CT and/or MRI [21]. Pandya et al. found up to 80% of their patients had a greater severity of injury identified on CT [21].

Management

Ogden type I can typically be managed non-operatively with a period of immobilization and long-leg casting [19]. Ogden types III are typically considered operative candidates. Ogden type II injuries can be managed both non-operatively and operatively depending on the amount of displacement. Operative techniques are typically open procedures with hardware fixation [21]. Open techniques allow for inspection of the articular surface and meniscus. Functional outcomes are very favorable in this cohort of patients, with either operative or non-operative management. Frey et al. reported on 19 of 20 patients returning to sport around 3.9 months post operatively with no functional deficit [23]. Similarly,
Pandya et al. reported all patients achieved radiographic union with only 5.5 describing functional deficits [21].

**Fig. 5.** Radiographs of knee in 11-year-old boy with a fracture of the tibial tubercle apophysis. (A). Lateral view demonstrating tibial tubercle avulsion injury with obvious displacement. (B). AP, with fracture identified, but difficult to evaluate amount of displacement.

**TRANSITIONAL ANKLE INJURIES**

The transitional ankle injuries, Triplane and Tillaux fractures have typical fracture patterns based on amount and pattern of physeal closure. These injuries typically occur 18 months prior to fusion because of asymmetric physeal closure [24]. Fusion across the distal tibia starts centrally, proceeds anteromedial to posteromedial and finishing laterally. Thus leaving the lateral aspect of the physis weaker and susceptible to injury while the anteromedial epiphysis is stabilized by the presence of Kump’s medial hump [25].

**Mechanism**

Triplane and Tillaux fractures are typically seen in males and females between the ages of 12 and 16 [26]. The mechanism is an external rotation applied to the foot in the supinated position [26]. Unlike the adult counterparts, failure occurs through the physis. Triplane fractures have extension in the metaphysis while the Tillaux fractures are confined to the epiphysis, often as a result of avulsion to the anterior tibiofibular ligament.

**Diagnosis**

Presence of swelling, ecchymosis, tenderness, and refusal to weight bear should lead clinicians to obtain diagnostic imaging. Radiographs can effectively demonstrate the significant of the injury, however, they are often misdiagnosed using the Salter-Harris classification. Often Triplane fractures are diagnosed as Salter Harris Type IV, however they do not follow the typical convention of this classification, as they are multiplanar. Triplane and Tillaux share a similar a fracture line in the sagittal plane through the epiphysis, which are appreciated on AP radiographs [26]. This fracture propagates through the physis axial plane. Additionally, Triplane fractures extend into the metaphysis in the coronal plane and are appreciated on lateral radiographs. No extension of the fracture fragment posteriorly in the coronal plane distinguishes the two. This gives the Triplane fracture a classic characteristic look of a Salter-Harris III on the AP, and a Salter-Harris II on the lateral radiographs. Fig. 6 displays the AP fracture pattern on radiographs of a 13-year-old sustaining an ankle injury while skateboarding. Fracture fragmentation and displacement may not be readily appreciated on radiographs Adjuvant imaging with CT can be used to further delineate fracture pattern and presence of joint incongruity [27]. Fig. 7A, 7B, and 7C further characterize the same child’s fracture fragment on CT. Intra-articular displacement in particular can be underrepresented on radiographs. Eismann et al. indicated CT was more sensitive at identifying >2 mm articular step deformities. This altered treatment plans from non-operative to operative in 27% of cases. Additionally, choice of fixation was also influenced in up to 41% of cases [28].

**Fig. 6.** AP radiograph of a 13-year-old boy with a minimally displaced appearing Tillaux fracture.

**Fig. 7.** Represented CT images of same 13-year-old child. (A). Coronal cut displaying fracture. (B). Axial cut displaying fracture. (C). Sagittal cut displaying fracture with anterior extension.

**Management**

Non-operative management may be utilized for non-displaced fractures or those that were reduced by closed means. Typically, cross-sectional imaging is acquired to further intra-articular incongruity. Residual displacement of >2 mm of the intra-articular surface has been deemed unacceptable. Patients with >2 mm of residual displacement have been found to present with radiographic arthritic changes as early as 6 to 9 years post injury [25]. This residual displacement is often asymptomatic initially, but altered contact points can lead to poorer long-term outcomes [26]. Fig. 8A and 8B illustrate post reduction views of a 14-year-old boy with a Triplane with residual displacement. Fig. 9A, 9B, and 9C display the representive CT images of same patient. Various surgical techniques have been described based on surgeon preference. Choudry et al. concluded closed reduction with percutaneous fixation yielded good to excellent short and mid-term results as long as the residual displacement was less than 2.5 mm [26]. Kim et al. showed good to excellent long-term results for those managed with open reduction and internal fixation [29]. Fig. 10A and 10B display post-operative images. The patient had
a full recovery with no long-term sequel. Jennings et al. advocate for the use of arthroscopic assisted approaches. Their long-term results were comparable to that of traditional ORIF without need for open arthrotomy [30]. Regardless, the final goal remains the same, achieve near anatomic reduction, with <2 mm of incongruity. To obtain, various options can be utilized depending on surgeons preferred approach or experience.

Fig. 8. Radiographs of a displaced Triplane fracture post-reduction attempt. (A) and (B) show both residual displacement on the AP and lateral radiographs respectively.

Fig. 9. Selected CT cuts in figures A, B, and C further illustrates degree of displacement of same patient.

Fig. 10. (A and B) Displaying post-operative radiographs showing anatomical reduction and fixation. Patient went on to have full recovery with no residual deficits.

APOPHYSEAL AVULSIONS

As mentioned previously, the apophysis is a unique structure that develops parallel or oblique to the axis of the long bone. With the major function being the attachment of musclutendinous structures, which provide motion and stability [1]. The adolescent population is particularly at risk as the strong SOCs are contradicted by the weak physis [1]. In particular the weakest point is the zone of provisional calcification of the hypertrophic zone (1).

These injuries can account for 10% to 24% of athletic injuries in children and adolescents [31,32]. For the most part, apophyseal avulsions injuries are typically seen around the hip and pelvis [33], with injuries to the ischial tuberosity, anterior inferior iliac spine, and anterior superior iliac spine commonly seen [14]. These patients are at risk until fusion occurs across the physis. Typically, fusion takes place late in the teenage years and sometimes not until the mid-twenties [33].

Mechanism

Males are typically at higher risk for these injuries in the adolescent population [34]. The physis represents the weakest structure from osseous attachment to musculotendinous junction. Injury occurs when a strong eccentric load applied to the apophysis by the musculotendinous attachment. These injuries are commonly seen in sports as there is an incongruity between load tolerance and strain on the non-fused apophysis [35]. In the mature population, this similar mechanism would simply lead to ‘strains’ as the fused apophysis creates an area of stability.

Diagnosis

These injury patterns are challenging to diagnose and as they mimic soft tissue injuries seen in adult populations. This often leads to a misdiagnosis of muscle strain [33]. A careful history and physical examination is paramount in identifying these injuries.

Patients typically present with localized pain and swelling to the area of injury [36]. Additionally, weakness or pain is often seen with active movement involving the injured apophysis. A concern with these injuries is misdiagnosis, which can lead to treatment delays and negative impacts on the patient. Plain radiographic are typically the first line of imaging. Three different patients with represented images all complained of discomfort around the hip. Fig. 11 displays an ASIS avulsion in a 13-year-old girl. Fig. 12 displays an AIIS avulsion in a 15-year-old boy, and Fig. 13 displays an ischial tuberosity avulsion in a 14-year-old girl. Imaging adjuncts including ultrasound and MRI can be used for uncertain diagnoses or high clinical suspicions without radiographic identification [37].

Fig. 11. AP pelvis radiograph demonstrating an apophyseal avulsion of the ASIS.

Fig. 12. AP hip radiograph demonstrating an apophyseal avulsion injury involving the AIIS.
The patella begins to ossify at the age of 3 with the emergence of multiple SOCs around 5 to 6 years of age [40]. The pattern of ossification begins centrally and spreads peripherally [12,40]. The pattern of multiple SOCs around 5 to 6 years of age [40]. The pattern of ossification begins centrally and spreads peripherally [12,40]. Because of this ossification pattern, the peripheral rim is the most susceptible to injury because of the relatively weak cartilaginous tissue. Injury occurs when the cartilage sleeve is separated from the main ossified nucleus of the patella [12]. Interestingly, palpable gap around the lower pole of the patella is appreciated. In this patient population, it can be difficult to readily identify a fracture on radiographs as the cartilaginous sleeve will not be visible. Presence of patella alta and knee lipohemarthrosis will help to identify a sleeve injury on radiographs [12]. Ultrasound is another inexpensive imaging modality than can readily diagnose a sleeve fracture.

**PATELLAR SLEEVE INJURIES**

The patella begins to ossify at the age of 3 with the emergence of multiple SOCs around 5 to 6 years of age [40]. Because of this ossification pattern, the peripheral rim is the most susceptible to injury because of the relatively weak cartilaginous tissue. Injury occurs when the cartilage sleeve is separated from the main ossified nucleus of the patella [12]. Interestingly, the cartilaginous sleeve is pulled off from nearly the entire circumference of the patella [40].

**Mechanism**

These injuries are typically seen in adolescents between 8-16 yrs. of age, with males three times more likely than females. Sleeve fractures usually result from an indirect mechanism with a strong rapid contraction of the quadriceps on a flexed knee.

**Diagnosis**

The clinical presentation is sudden onset of pain following a powerful contraction of the quadriceps. Pain, swelling and ecchymosis are a common presentation. Most patients will be unable to extend the knee as the extensor mechanism is disrupted. Additionally, a palpable gap around the lower pole of the patella is appreciated [40]. In this patient population, it can be difficult to readily identify a fracture on radiographs as the cartilaginous sleeve will not be visible. Presence of patella alta and knee lipohemarthrosis will help to identify a sleeve injury on radiographs [12]. Ultrasound is another inexpensive imaging modality than can readily diagnose a sleeve fracture.

**Treatment**

Management for these injuries in most part depends on whether or not the extensor mechanism is intact. If it is disrupted, surgical management is the standard of care. Fig. 14A and 14B display the pre-and post-operative images of 12-year-old boy who sustained a patellar sleeve avulsion injury playing soccer. The goals of surgery are to restore patella height and patella tendon length [40]. This is accomplished by an open approach with trans osseous sutures, suture anchors, or a tension band construct [40].

**Fig. 13.** Frog-leg lateral demonstrating an apophyseal avulsion injury involving the ischial tuberosity.

**Fig. 14.** (A). Lateral view of patellar sleeve injury in 12-year-old boy (Left), and (B). Lateral view 3 months after fixation with suture anchors.

**Fig. 15.** Simple algorithm tool for approach to management of injuries to SOCs.
CONCLUSION

The goal of this review was to illustrate the variance in physeal injuries as they evolve during ossification and fusion. These patterns can be broadly broken down in to pre-ossification, ossification, and pre-fusion. This provides an understanding of particular patterns, mechanisms, diagnosis, and management options. Fig. 15 displays a simple algorithm tool that is utilized at our institution to help guide management for injuries to the SOCs. This is brief overview of the approach we use to teach the residents in and outside the orthopedic program. To date this is the most extensive review on the role of the secondary ossification center and its clinical importance.
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